Control your spa remotely
from anywhere in the world

The Ultimate in remote
spa control

Global remote technical
support via wifi

The SV SmartLINK WiFi module and SpaLINK
smart device app allow you to connect to, and
take control of your spa, locally or remotely via
a WiFi, 3G or 4G network, providing access to
your spa from any location at any time.

If you activate the support pin within the
SpaLINK app, SpaNET can securely access
and adjust software settings and see historical
and real-time diagnostic data. This allows us
to provide remote technical support across
the globe without the need for a technician
to visit the spa.

The SmartLINK module connects to any model
SV series spa controller and then uses your
home WiFi network to facilitate communication
between the app server and the spa.

CONTROL YOUR SPA REMOTELY FROM
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

Home Status Screen with
Temperature Adjustment

Take Full Control
of your Pumps

Set the mood with
LED Lighting Effects

Adjust Heating Mode
when spa not in use

Take advantage of
Smart Meters and
Off Peak Tariffs

Activate Support Pin
for Global Remote
Technical Support

The SpaLINK app for your smart device (Apple®/Android™)
becomes a wireless remote for your spa enabling complete control
over all spa accessories including pumps, air blowers, and LED spa
lights. In addition the app provides total control over every possible
spa configuration setting. There are no shortened menus or minimal
access to limited settings. The SpaLINK app allows complete
adjustment of all spa control settings as if you were standing in front
of the spa.
Simple to use touch screen menus make adjusting the temperature,
selecting your desired heating mode, programming filtration, sleep
or power save timers and other such settings a breeze. Even if you
have never owned or used a spa pool before, from the moment you
open the app you’ll be driving the spa like you were a professional.

WIFI SPECIFICATIONS
Connection type

WiFi Only

Wifi Technology

2.5Ghz iEEE 802.11b/g

Antenna

5db (SMA connector)

Encryption

WPA/WPA2-PSK

Dimensions (L x W x H)

152 x 55 x 90mm
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